COVID-19 IgG/lgM
Rapid Antibody
Test Cassette
is now available!
Case of 20 individual tests now only $200.00

It’s possible to catch the new coronavirus,
and not know it. That’s because not everyone
infected with the virus has symptoms. But
there’s a fast blood test that may tell you
if you’ve ever been infected.
It’s called an antibody test.

That’s $10 per test.
Ships direct from factory to you using
payment systems that guarantee delivery.

What Is an Antibody Test?
You may hear it called a serology test. It
looks for certain things called antibodies in
your blood. Your body makes these when it
fights an infection, like COVID-19. The
same thing happens when you get a vaccine,
like a flu shot. That’s how you develop
immunity to a virus. The antibody test isn’t
checking for the virus itself. Instead, it looks
to see whether your immune system -- your
body’s defense against illness -- has
responded to the infection.

How Does It Work?
You give some blood through a finger prick.
The test is for two kinds of antibodies to the
new coronavirus...IgM antibodies, which
develop early in an infection, and IgG
antibodies, which are likely show up after
you’ve recovered. The total test takes about
ten minutes.
How Accurate is the Test?
Stanford University’s Center for Health
Policy reports the sensitivity between 80 and
90% and specificity to be 99.5%.

Minimum Order: 400 cases based on minimum

cargo regulation of one cubic meter
Delivery: Contingent on Air shipment availability*

Typically one week.
(*cutback on flights has severally impacted)

Contents: Each case contains all elements

to perform 20 complete tests.

How To Order:

Questions?
Quick answers:

Email: qna@rightsign.org

Contact us for step by step paperwork
process to guarantee the accuracy and
safety of your shipment.
Working together, we WILL beat this virus.

